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Markus Hannig 
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Subject: 
betacontrol of America, Inc. 
License# 29-23394-01 
Docket# 030-21015 
Control# 586850 

Dear Mr. Miller, 

In response to your email from 6/25/15. 

Datum/Date 7/21/15 

1. Our current license states will remain unchanged, "licensed material may be used at 
temporary job sites of the licensee anywhere in the United States where the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission maintains jurisdiction for regulating the use of licensed 
material, including areas of exclusive Federal jurisdiction within Agreement States". 

2. The change of adding the sealed sorce Am1 .G22 Mfg. Eckert and Ziegler has to be 
postponed until devise certificate was updated. 

3. (1) Distribution of gauging devices specified in Condition 10 manufactured by BST 
ProControl GmbH (former betacontrol GmbH), Germany to persons authorized to 
receive the licensed material pursuant to terms and conditions of specific licenses issued 
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or any Agreement State; 
(2) Installation, relocation, servicing, and repairing of the devices 
(3) Performance of radiation surveys of the devices after installation at customers' 
facilities; 
(4) Instruction and training of individuals in use of gauging devices; 
(5) Removal and shipping of gauges from customers' facilities for repair by BST 
ProControl GmbH (former betacontrol GmbH); 
(6) Demonstration of gauging devices; and 
(7) Exchanging materials in 6.8 through 6.0. at the licensee's facility 

4. Latest DOT training certificate is attached 
5. Authorized user is Markus Hannig. Maintenance work on the licensed device was part of 

my internship with BST ProControl GmbH (former betacontrol GmbH) in addition to that I 
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of America, Inc. 

completed in Germany a radiation safety course equivalent to the RSO + DOT training in 
the USA. 

6. Yes, our accredited dosimetry is processed by a NVLAP. 
7. Please find attached the emergency procedures. 
8. Yes, we are sending Kr-85 source to a licensed facility for disposal. 
9. betacontrol of America operating procedures don't include working with the sealed 

source directly, like installing, removing or replacing the sealed source. 
10. During commissioning of the system we do perform surveys with an Ion Chamber from 

all four directions in four and 12 inches distance, if possible. 
Sometimes it is only possible from two sides, because deflection rollers next to our 
gauge from the production line don't allow access. 

Please do not hesitate to call me, if you have any questions. 

Yours Sincerely .r 

~~ 
Markus Hannig 
betacontrol of America, Inc. 


